Evolving to meet YOUR Needs….
Flexible, Efficient, Long Lasting Performance...
NO other Hydrolyzer offers the
combination of features found in the
Alloy vessel.
Look at the list of standard features:









Alloy Batch Hydrolyzers are “render-designed”,
soundly engineered, and built to effect fast, efficient,
batch hydrolyzing of feathers, hog hair and
conglomerate poultry by-products. Alloy has been the
innovator in batch vessels offering 1” thick heads and
shells standard, more than doubling the useful life of the
cooker. Additionally, Alloy cookers now include inner
shell reinforcement rings adding years to the useful life
of your vessel. Pillow block bearings for both ends of the
shaft, mechanical seals in place of stuffing boxes and use
of Dodge® shaft mount reducers along with hardfaced
paddles installed on a high carbon agitator shaft; assure
your expectations will be met by the Alloy vessel.
The heart of any process
vessel is the drive. Alloy
selected Dodge® brand
reducers based on their
National reputation of
excellence in both design
and service.
The shaft mount drive
was selected to avoid side
stresses on the shaft and
to provide maximum
installation flexibility.
Designed for up to 75
horsepower with a class
II rating, Dodge® drives
are rated for 30,000
hours of trouble free
operation.

Pillow Block Bearings Both Ends
High Carbon Agitator Shaft
Hardfaced Paddles (5 Yr. Warranty)
Mechanical Seals
Shaft Mounted Reducer
Over Center Locking Door
1” Inner Shell and Heads
Inner Shell Reinforcement Rings

Alloy Cooker seals are easily installed and easily
maintained. They improve your bottom line by
reducing maintenance expense, while eliminating
shaft wear.
Alloy
“Over Center”
linkage assures
operator safety
when properly
adjusted.
Discharge
options include
hydraulic or
pneumatic
operators as
well as knife
gate valves.
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DISCHARGE OPTIONS

Standard manual door featuring
both over-center and cam locks
for safety.

The drive is the heart of your
process vessel. Alloy has selected
shaft mount drives to avoid undue
stress on the shaft.

Alloy offers power assisted doors with either
Hydraulic or Pneumatic cylinders permitting use
of your current power supply investment.

Alloy Cookers are available with
Hydraulic or Pneumatic operated
Knife Gate discharge valves.

DRIVE OPTIONS

SHAFT & PADDLES

Alloy recognizes that even with the
flexibility of a shaft mount reducer it does
not fit all applications. Alloy offers the
option of a ceiling mount reducer as well.

Even shaft and paddle arrangements can
be customized to your preference.
Alloy offers both square and round shafts
as well as hardfaced paddles for added
life.

FILLING OPTIONS
Alloy offers 18” and 24” diameter
filler neck options on our Hydrolyzers.
These filler necks can include swing
covers, as shown on the right or knife
gate valves as seen on the left, both
offer ease of loading with minimum
overhead requirements.
Alloy offers a unique option of an
offset filler neck for stringy materials,
such as feathers, using gravity to aid in
filling without the shear forces
normally associated with these
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32.5 In.

Cooker
Size
5'0" x 14'
5'0" x 14'
5'0" x 16'
5'0" x 16'

Approx
Volume
(cu. ft.)
215
215
240
240

F

Operating
Capacity
8,900#
7,900#
10,000#
9,000#

B

C

A

D

E

65 In.

Dimension Chart
Motor Shipping
HP @
Weight
RPM
Approx. Dim "A" Dim "B" Dim "C" Dim "D"
40/48
22,000
17'-9"
7'-4"
5'-5"
4'-2"
50/30
22,000
17'-9"
7'-4"
5'-5"
4'-2"
50/48
24,000
19'-9"
8'-4"
6'7"
5'-6"
60/30
25,000
19'-9"
8'-4"
6'7"
5'-6"
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36 In.

40 In.

Product
Meat
Feathers
Meat
Feathers

